Sudden unexplained death in epilepsy (SUDEP) is responsible for ≈2000 deaths per year in the United States and accounts for ≤15% of all epilepsy-associated mortality by most recent estimates. Risk of SUDEP is greatest in persons with treatment-refractory epilepsy. The cause of death in SUDEP is cardiorespiratory arrest, but there is uncertainty whether cardiac arrhythmia (tachycardia or bradycardia) or respiratory arrest is the primary mechanism. Ascertaining the predominant cause of death in SUDEP will offer opportunities to implement preventive measures to preserve life in persons with epilepsy.

Cardiac arrhythmia is the dominant cause of sudden unexplained death in the general adult population and early investigations of SUDEP focused on this mechanism. During seizures (ictal phase), abnormal heart rhythms (mostly tachycardia, presumed sinus in origin) and various electrocardiographic changes have been observed. Bradycardia and asystole are commonly observed in the postictal period when abnormal respiration and accompanying hypoxemia are prevalent. By contrast, ventricular tachyarrhythmia has been associated with seizures less frequently and typically occurs in the setting of pre-existing heart disease. However, periictal abnormalities in myocardial repolarization (QTc interval lengthening or shortening, increased QT dispersion), which are well-established risk factors for life-threatening ventricular arrhythmia in the general population, have been reported in some epilepsy cases series, but not all. Moreover, treatment with anticonvulsant drugs may affect the QTc interval in persons with epilepsy and could increase the risk of fatal ventricular arrhythmia.

Efforts to determine the proximate causes of SUDEP have involved simultaneous recordings of brain, heart, and respiratory activity in human subjects being video monitored for seizure occurrence and similar studies in rodent epilepsy models. In rats, treatment with kainic acid evokes a chronic seizure disorder, which has been associated with QTc prolongation and increased QT dispersion that may predispose to ventricular fibrillation under certain conditions. However, the underlying mechanisms responsible for these electrophysiological phenomena were uncertain.

In the article by Biet et al published in this issue of Circulation: Arrhythmia and Electrophysiology, the cellular and molecular basis for QT prolongation associated with kainic acid–induced epilepsy in rats was investigated. The investigators measured cardiac action potential duration and sodium currents in acutely isolated ventricular myocytes from epileptic rats and compared their findings with cells taken from nonepileptic rats. A prolonged action potential duration was observed in cardiomyocytes from the epileptic rats but not in cells from nonepileptic rats. Furthermore, the prolonged action potential duration could be rectified by exposure of cells to low nanomolar concentrations of tetrodotoxin, a specific blocker of voltage-gated sodium channels. The concentration of tetrodotoxin effective for normalizing action potentials in cardiomyocytes from the epileptic rats is insufficient to achieve a significant level of block of the dominant cardiac sodium channel isoform (Na\textsubscript{v}1.5), which is relatively tetrodotoxin resistant. However, nanomolar tetrodotoxin is more than adequate to inhibit highly tetrodotoxin-sensitive neuronal isoforms (eg, Na\textsubscript{v}1.1, Na\textsubscript{v}1.2, Na\textsubscript{v}1.3), some of which are expressed in cardiac tissue at low levels. Further supporting a possible contribution of neuronal sodium channels to action potential prolongation, the authors observed that a higher fraction of tetrodotoxin-sensitive sodium current was seen in cardiomyocytes from epileptic rats when compared with nonepileptic rats. This difference correlated with a significantly higher level of Na\textsubscript{v}1.1 mRNA expression in epileptic rats and a corresponding change in protein levels. These findings suggest that chronic epilepsy alters cardiac expression of neuronal sodium channels.

How would augmented expression of Na\textsubscript{v}1.1 in heart prolong the QTc interval? The investigators addressed this question by measuring the noninactivating fraction of sodium current (I\textsubscript{Na}) known variably as late I\textsubscript{Na} (I\textsubscript{NaL}) or persistent I\textsubscript{Na}. Cardiomyocytes from epileptic rats exhibited ≈50% greater total I\textsubscript{NaL} than nonepileptic rats but there was a disproportionately larger fraction of I\textsubscript{NaL} sensitive to low concentrations of tetrodotoxin. These data suggest that chronic epilepsy in the kainic acid–treated rats was associated with an increased level of I\textsubscript{NaL} and that much of this increase was because of tetrodotoxin-sensitive sodium channels. The higher level of I\textsubscript{NaL} offers a mechanism for prolonged action potential duration and for prolonged QTc interval analogous to type 3 congenital long-QT syndrome caused by gain-of-function mutations in the cardiac sodium channel (Na\textsubscript{v}1.5). Furthermore, the mRNA and protein measurements suggest that higher expression...
of Na_v1.1 provides a plausible molecular explanation for increased tetrodotoxin-sensitive I_{Na}. The findings in this article offer new evidence for cardiac arrhythmia susceptibility as a substrate for SUDEP, at least in a rodent model of chronic epilepsy. The data also kindle interest in understanding the contribution of neuronal sodium channels to cardiac electrophysiology. As a next step, the transcriptional mechanisms responsible for greater cardiac expression of Na_v1.1 in chronic epilepsy rats should be explored. Factors such as altered autonomic tone, which is known to be associated with epilepsy, and the episodic metabolic (hypoxemia, academia, and hyperkalemia) and hormonal (catecholamine release) derangements that occur during seizures could be provocateurs of these molecular events in the experimental animals.

Other rodent models of SUDEP have been used to investigate primary mechanisms responsible for death in epilepsy. Two intriguing mouse models of SUDEP involving genetic mutations of neuronal potassium (K_v1.1) or sodium (Na_v1.1) channels have been most intensively investigated. In the K_v1.1-null mouse model, postictal bradyarrhythmias have been shown to immediately precede death. Aberrant parasympathetic neurotransmission is partly to blame for these cardiac events. Enhanced parasympathetic effects on heart causing interictal and postictal bradycardia were also identified as the immediate antecedents to SUDEP in heterozygous Na_v1.1 knockout mice, a model of the epileptic encephalopathy Dravet syndrome. A more recent study using similar mouse models demonstrated the importance of brainstem spreading depression, a pathological wave of neuronal membrane depolarization that suppresses neuronal activity, as the neurophysiological mechanism triggering cardiorespiratory arrest following a seizure. In these experimental animals, seizure-triggered brainstem spreading depression evoked apnea and bradycardia followed by asystole and death. Whether the mechanism underlying SUDEP in the kainic acid–induced chronic epilepsy rat model featured in the study by Biet et al is similar or distinct awaits further investigation.

Do these findings in rodent models of SUDEP translate to humans with epilepsy? Several mostly small scale studies and anecdotal reports have attempted to correlate seizure events with cardiac and respiratory activity in persons with epilepsy. These efforts have exploited epilepsy monitoring units, where cardiac and respiratory activity in persons with epilepsy are monitored and correlated. In Epilepsy Monitoring Units Study (MORTEMUS) reported SUDEP. For 10 SUDEP cases in which there were com-to电器心律失常作为最常见的致死性心脏病发作，SUDEP。For example, the Mortality in Epilepsy Monitoring Units Study (MORTEMUS) reported data collected from 16 cases of SUDEP and 9 cases of aborted SUDEP. For 10 SUDEP cases in which there were complete cardiorespiratory monitoring data at the time of death, the final heart rhythm was bradycardia or transient asystole (>5 s duration) followed by terminal asystole. Transient episodes of apnea (>10 s) occurred concomitantly with abnormal heart rhythms followed by sustained apnea that preceded the final cardiac arrest. In just 1 case of near SUDEP involving a 51-year-old women, ventricular fibrillation occurred during a generalized tonic–clonic seizure and was implicated as the cause of cardiac arrest. Although not the predominant cause of SUDEP, ventricular tachyarrhythmia does appear to explain a small fraction of mortality in epilepsy.

The study by Biet et al offers an intriguing mechanistic explanation for a subset of SUDEP associated with aberrant myocardial repolarization. How these findings obtained from an induced, chronic epilepsy rat model correspond to human SUDEP is uncertain, but there may be a subset of cases in which the identified mechanisms may be relevant. Although the findings of Biet et al do not identify the need for a specific therapeutic strategy, arrhythmia surveillance efforts in persons with epilepsy should carefully evaluate the QTc interval as a potential risk factor for SUDEP. Strategies to mitigate effects of medications or underlying heart disease on this risk should be considered when appropriate.
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